Using the original procedure that avoids truncation effects which distort the structure parameters of liquid metals, determined from radial distribution functions (RDF) of atoms, the short range order in melts of some friable-packed metals is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Studies of the atomic ordering in metallic melts are carried out quite actively. However, the results obtained by different authors, even when related to the same metal under close experimental conditions, often turn out contradictory. This fact stimulated us to discuss the most important reasons for the differences and to express our opinion on the arrangements of atoms in liquid metals.
In spite of the fact that, near the melting point (Tm), atomic ordering is found in melts in a volume of three to five coordination spheres, the majority of research workers confine themselves to the analysis of only the first sphere parameters (the coordination number Ζ and the shortest interatomic distance ri). Conclusions on the correspondence between some quasiciystal model and the real structure of melts are drawn by comparing coordination number values in the melt and in either crystal lattice. Nevertheless, crystal-like (fee, bcc and others) packings do not agree with atomic arrangements in the ordered microvolumes of melts. Neglecting some inexactitudes, the conception of Richter and Breitling /1,2/ is more perspective, because it takes into consideration the arrangement of atoms in the whole ordered region. In this way the analysis is based not on coordination numbers, which are usually determined with a large error, but on the shortest interatomic distances and their alteration in the following coordination spheres. Such an approach does not agree with the idea of crystal-like structure of liquid metals. The analysis of maxima of the radial distribution function (RDF) of atoms makes it possible to discover the two shortest distances rj and ij in liquid metals. They form a complex coordination maximum. It is necessary to combine these two distances into united orderings in liquid metals with different premelting structures.
This report is devoted to some methodic features of determination of the atomic arrangement in the melts of comparatively friable elements (Bi, Sn, Ga, Ge, Si) and of close-packed metals.
METHOD
The main results have been obtained by means of transmission electron diffraction. The samples were prepared by the thermal deposition of metals in vacuum onto collodion substrates which are inactive in relation to metals.
The shortest interatomic distances in the melts were found preliminarily as an abscissa of the RDF first maximum peak on the curve g(r) = p(r)/po., where p(r) is the radial atomic distribution density and po the average atomic density of the melt.
The coordination number Ζ was determined as a square under the first maximum of the 47tr 2 p(r)-curve, with the continuation of its right side to the distance axis.
Experimental curves of intensity scattering dependencies I(s) on the angular parameter s=4rcsin0A.
(Θ -half of reflection angle, λ -wave length of radiation) may usually be measured in the region, restricted by the values s = 120 nm" 1 . We tried to deliver the systematic error related to the curve 'tail' truncation at the finite upper limit St, since it deforms and displaces the first peak of the RDF and so decreases the exactitude of determination of the basic short ordering parameters (rj, si).
The similarity of experimental dependencies r®(s t ) for liquid metals ( 
where r® is the first peak abscissa of the curve p(r)/po, corresponding to some experimentally achieved upper with a number of published data showed that the latter are larger by 2 -7% and 15-20%, respectively (for the very same way of z\ separation). The fact that structure parameters depend on St existence and the common character of the dependencies is related to the complicated structure of the first coordination maximum even for one-component metallic melts. Its coordinates and profile depend on not only one, but at least on two, weakly distinguishing the shortest interatomic distances ri and r,". Each of them is connected with its own interference function (sin sri/ri or sin srj/rj). The interference function attenuates more quickly for a longer distance as s increases, for instance, for ri if ri > r,'. As a result, the contribution of the shortest distance rj to the sum intensity in the large s region is greater than the contribution of the distance ri.
So a truncation of the experimental curve at a comparatively low upper limit St leads to partial loss of information on the veiy small shortest distance. Consequently, the first coordination peak abscissa is displaced to longer distances r, e = f(s t ) in comparison with the actual statistically averaged value in the liquid under study. The objectivity of the first RDF's maximum displacement as a function of St has been confirmed by calculations of partial structure factors and RDFs for one and two structure ingredients with the nearest distances ri and r,' between atoms 111. It was shown that when a structure factor is a sum of interference functions of both ingredients of a liquid structure, the first RDF's peak abscissa depends on st like in real metals. The partial RDF of the single structure "motif', which consequently contained only one shortest distance and which was calculated, respectively, from the partial structure factor, did not demonstrate any dependence between the first peak abscissa and the St value.
The two shortest distances η and r,' in liquid metals cannot, as a rule, be separated from each other in the first maximum even for very high experimentally reached upper limits St = 170 nm" 1 /8/. The analysis of all RDFs maxima in the ordered region makes it possible to divide these two magnitudes, to find the alteration consequence for each of them and the linear dimensions of corresponding kinds of ordering.
It is necessary to notice that the second, the third and the more distant maxima of RDF are not displaced while St varies, since their interference functions are attenuated more intensively than for T\ or r t . All the information about distant coordination spheres appears inside a not very wide interval of reciprocal space, which is usually overlapped by experimentally realized limits of St. So there is no need to correct the abscissas of the second to the fifth maxima in contrast to the first one.
The presence of two shortest distances between atoms in liquid metal is caused by two different kinds of interatomic interaction -a metallic and a largely homopolar one. The linear dimensions of the ordered atomic arrangements formed by these interactions are different. They are longer in the second case because homopolar bonds save a hard dimensional localization and a saturation limit in contrast to sphericalsymmetric metallic bonds. This enables one to assume that the 4th and 5th maxima of RDF mainly correspond to interatomic distances in more long-range ordered regions, while the first and second peaks are formed with the participation of both structure ingredients. In the simplest case where the following distances have a multiple alteration, that is, they increase directly proportional to the number of the maximum n, the • · difference Ar = n-ri-n-rj (if η < ri) increases too as n grows (n = 1,2,3,...). It promotes peak separation inside the sum maximum and permits definition of the values ri and η. One may find the shortest of them on η by dividing the last peak abscissa by its number, n. The distance ri may be discovered from the second and the third peaks by means of tests for a different repeat sequence of the shortest distance η. Very often these maxima have weak splittings, making it easier to determine the second shortest distance rj.
In liquid metals of close-packed premelting structures, the above mentioned "motif' n-ri takes place • · only for the distance η. The second one (ri > r,) is repeated not directly proportional to the maximum number n. It is close to the sequence of values n, rjV3, r, Λ/7, n Vl2, π Λ/Ϊ9 and has longer linear dimensions.
To find coordination numbers in both orderings and their proportions in the melts and to correct the shortest distance in the structure ingredient of a smaller dimension, found from the undivided maxima, the calculations of model intensity curves I m (s) were carried out with the equation
where Ni is the number of ordering kinds (for pure metals Ni = 2); N2 is the number of coordination spheres in the structure ingredients; Xj is the molar fraction of the components (for pure metals Xj = 1); and Zij is the coordination number in the sphere of radius η,·. A comparison of the calculated and experimental curves was visual and used the unreliability coefficient 191. The similarity was considered satisfactory having a value of < 8%.
The above mentioned distance r,°° corresponds to an averaged value between the distances ri and η found from all RDF analyses.
With the use of the described procedure a number of liquid and amorphous metals and alloys were studied.
One and the same approach to all metals made it possible to discover characteristic features of melts with different interatomic interactions.
LIQUID STRUCTURE OF METALS WITH FRIABLE PREMELTING PACKINGS
In this section the atomic ordering in liquid metals and non-metallic elements, such as Bi, Sn, Ga, Ge and Si, is discussed.
The common distinguishing feature of structure factor curves of these melts is the subsidiary maximum named a "shoulder" on the right side of the diffraction peak. The complicated profile is considered to be related to the significant proportion of the directional (homopolar) interatomic bonds, saved in the liquid after melting. A similar "shoulder" (Sn, Bi, Sb, Ga) or supplementary peak (Ge, Si) can also be seen in the region of the first maximum of RDF of these liquids. The higher the "shoulder" on the first maximum of a(s), the larger is the distance between the principal and the supplementary peaks with abscissas ri and rj. The ratios of their heights hj/hi and of the abscissas Table 1 with the model liquid structure parameters, formed by the dense random packing of hard spheres (DRPHS). The essential differences are evident. Therefore, the atoms of the melts under discussion cannot be considered as spheres and their distribution is not the same as in random packing of spheres.
The degree of deviation from DRPHS's parameters may be a measure of the directional interatomic interaction in real melts.
From Table 1 one can also see that all maxima of RDF, following the first peak, contain the objective information about characteristic features of the melt structures, since their related values rji\ change in agreement with the first peak changes as one moves from Si to Sn. The analysis of the first maximum together with the distant peaks made it possible to discover both common features and the specific characteristics of every melt. The described approach also makes it possible to judge the degree of inheritance of the crystal structure elements by the melt and to escape the crystal-like conception at the same time. 
Liquid Bismuth
The layer rombohedral premelting structure of Bi consists of goffered hexagonal atomic layers. Every atom forms three bonds ri = 0.307 nm in the layer as a result of p 3 -electron overlapping and it also interacts in a metallic manner with three atomic neighbors in the nearest layer at the distances Γ2 = 0.329 nm. The majority of research workers assume that signs of the crystal structure remain in liquid Bi. Nevertheless, some disagreements between the conclusions exist. They are caused by analysis of only the first peak of RDF.
The structure factor of liquid Bi at Τ = 603 Κ /8/, the difference RDF D(r) = 47tr 2 [p(r)-po], experimental and model intensity curves are represented in Fig. 2 .
Here and further on we show D(r)-curves since distant peaks have a sharper relief, then full RDF-curves and g(r) functions. The structure maxima may be seen at the RDF, calculated up to 2.0 nm, not more than up to 1.2 nm. With the use of the above described procedure, the two shortest interatomic distances were found. The smaller one, rj = 0.310 nm, is repeated four times in its 
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ordered region and the second one, ri = 0.330 nm, alters three times proportional to n. The best similarity between the model and experimental curves I(s) was achieved on condition that very low coordination numbers (z'j=2)were given to distances nrj and higher values (z\ = 8) to distances nri. This allows the first sequence to be considered as atomic "chains" (c), preserving the directional interaction from the crystal state. Indeed, the distance r ( in the melt is close to r t = 0.307 nm in the crystal.
The second kind of ordering corresponds to more dense packing of atoms with the predominance of spherical symmetry and it was named /1,2/ "spherical packing" (sp). The best agreement between I e (s) and I m (s) curves was achieved for 70% of "chains" and 30% of "spherical packings".
In contrast to a simple mixture of packings of two different kinds /1,2/, we consider the two ordered motifs as mutually penetrating atomic sequences. Such a presentation assumes the participation of eveiy atom in both kinds of interatomic interaction. One can see in Fig. 2d that, in directions of "chains", atoms are ι somewhat compressed (r t <r,) and in other directions they interact with surrounding neighbors at distances ri (metallic bonding). The symmetry on the whole is not spherical.
When bismuth melts, its zigzag-like atomic rows in the goffered layers apparently linearize, and the crystal breakdown results from the change of homopolar bond angles. So the multiple alteration of the distances appears in the liquid state. Partial destruction of the directional bonds takes place under melting, since the average coordination number in the "chains" is two rather than three as in crystal atomic layers.
Liquid Tin
In the high temperature modification ß-Sn, every atom is surrounded by four of the nearest neighbors at the distances rf = 0.302 nm, situated at the vertices of a deformed tetrahedron, and by two atoms at the distances r£ = 0.317 nm. This structure is transitional from the homopolar diamond-type structure of α-Sn to the metallic bcc structure.
The D(r)-curve of liquid Sn at Τ = 523 Κ can be seen in Fig. 3 . The arrows mark interatomic distances in the sequences nri and nrj, discovered from the analysis of all maxima that could be distinguished 111.
The value ri = 0.320 ran is close to the distance r| = 0.317 nm in ß-Sn, corresponding to metallic bonding.
The magnitude rj = 0.302 nm is also inherited from the crystal and relates to the directional bonds. The best agreement of the calculated and experimental curves I(s) was received for 80% of "chains" with rj = 0.302 ι nm, Zj = 2 and 20% "spherical packings" with π = 0.320 nm, z\ = 10. Like in bismuth, the melting of tin leads to the linearization of zigzag-like atomic rows of a crystal lattice.
In spite of the difference between premelting structures of the two metals, the presence of the directional interaction in their melts results in the obvious likeness of short-range orders (see also Table 1 ).
In the course of simulation of intensity curves it turned out that the above mentioned "shoulder" on the first diffraction peak is due to the multiple alteration of interatomic distances. The "shoulder" becomes more contrasted as η increases in the ordered sequence mi (or nrj) 111. Therefore, this common feature of the melts under discussion results from the predominance of the linear motifs ("chains") in the liquid state.
Liquid Gallium
One can find two-atom quasimolecules, having the very short homopolar bond r* = 0.248 nm in the layered rhombic lattice of gallium. During melting they are probably destroyed since the r* value does not fall to the first maximum of the RDF. As for the liquid metals Bi and Sn, two similar structure ingredients, having distance multiple alteration, were found. Nearly 80% of the bonds (rj = 0.270 nm, Zj = 2) form chain-like groupings of atoms and 20% of all bonds correspond to sp (rj = 0.290 nm, z\ = 8-9). As temperature rises from 300 to 543 K, the proportion of the "chains" is reduced to 60% and the dimensions of both orderings remain constant. Fig. 4d explains the appearance and coexistence of two orderings in the melt. In the crystal hexagonal layer every atom forms three hybridized sp 2 bonds, one of which (0.248 nm) is shorter than the two others (0.369 nm). Besides, every atom interacts with four atoms of neighboring layers as a result of s-electron interaction as in metals: two bonds form at the distance 0.278 nm and two at 0.279 nm. In the melt all lengths of homopolar bonds become equal to rj = 0.270 nm. Metallic bonding occurs both between the rows ("chains") in the layer and between the layers in the melt. So every atom participates in two kinds of interatomic interaction.
Liquid Germanium and Silicon
Germanium and silicon are semiconductors in the solid state and have a diamond-type non-compact crystal structure (η = 0.34) as a result of sp 3 -electrons hybridization. This lattice forms body-centered fiveatomic tetrahedra in which the shortest distance from the center to the vertices is equal to 0.236 and 0.244 nm, respectively, in Ge and Si.
As one can see from Figs. 5 and 6, the maxima of the a(s) curves for liquid Ge and Si do not correspond to polycrystalline spectra. So the crystal-like simulation of the melts on the basis of a diamond-type structure has to be rejected. Among different crystal-like simulations of liquid Ge, carried out from the analysis of the first RDFs maximum, preference has lately been given to the structure of ß-Sn /ΙΟ,ΙΙΛ The first maximum was represented in this conception as a sum of two ones, having the abscissas 0.26 nm (z = 4) and 0.28 nm (z = 2). The next coordinations were not discussed. It should be noted that the metallization of interaction as in the melting process occurs in Ge and Si too under high pressures in the course of a polymorphous transition, leading to the appearance of the ß-Sn-type structure /12/. This kind of lattice contains a distorted tetrahedral grouping characteristic of crystalline Ge and Si.
Analysis of the RDF-curve up to 1.0 nm (Fig. 5 ) reveals two kinds of short ordering in liquid germanium. The first of them shows low-density packing at the distances rj = 0.262 nm and the second has a more compact structure with the shortest distance ri = 0.287 nm. These two distances are close to the values 0.26 and 0.28 nm in ciystal-like simulation on the basis of the ß-Sn-structure /ll/. But it is very important that the next maxima of RDF do not correspond to all coordination spheres of this structure (Fig. 5) . In liquid Ge one can find only some of them. They lie in the directions of zigzag-like "chains" of atoms (they are linearized in liquid Sn) and in the perpendicular direction. The shortest distances are, respectively, rj = 0.262 nm and ri = 0.276 nm.
In contrast to the satisfactory similarity confirmed in /13/ between experimental and simulated intensity curves of liquid Si for a primitive cubic lattice, only the first maximum of RDF corresponds to crystal coordination (Fig. 6) . The remaining ones have no fitting. Therefore, this crystal-like structure of liquid silicon is quite a rough approximation.
The abscissas of the first two maxima permit the assumption that tetrahedral groupings of atoms occur in the melt. Their two characteristic distances are close to the corresponding values in the crystal state: rj = 0.236 and ri = 0.382 nm. The packing manner of these tetrahedra fail to form the closest packing in liquid silicon, which is characteristic of short-range order on the basis of empty four-atomic tetrahedra.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SHORT RANGE ORDERING IN LIQUID FRIABLE METALS
The discovered multiple alteration of interatomic distances in liquid Bi, Sn and Ga is due to incomplete collectivization of electrons after melting. They remain significantly localized near the lines of initial homopolar bonds. During the melting process only some of them are destroyed, such as rj = 0.248 nm in gallium and rj = 0.244 nm in germanium, and/or change of valency, angles takes place. The latter results in the linearization of atomic rows of ciystal structure and packing density growth. Reorientation of whole atomic groupings (body-centered tetrahedra) occurs in silicon, which has the strongest interatomic interaction among the elements under discussion. It is usually claimed that the distance rj, corresponding to metallic interaction, appears in these metals only after melting. However, the values found from the distant RDF's maxima analysis are close to radii of coordination spheres following the first one in the crystal state. For comparison, tin has the distance 0.320 nm in the liquid (1) and 0.318 nm in the crystal (c); gallium -0.290 nm (1) and 0.279 nm (c); bismuth -0.330 nm (1) and 0.329 nm (c). Indeed, metallic interaction exists in these metals not only in the liquid but also in the solid state. After melting it becomes predominant. The final transition to metallic interaction occurs only on significant heating.
As for homopolar structures of Ge and Si, the second kind of interaction and, consequently, the second value of the shortest distance between atoms arises only in the liquid state: immediately after melting in germanium and on additional heating in silicon.
It is interesting to compare the structures of elements of the fourth group of the periodic system (Sn, Ge, Si) in the solid and liquid states. All three elements show polymorphous modification with a diamond-type lattice. In tin this structure is stable only at low temperatures (a = Sn), and it exists up to the melting point in Ge and Si. The high-temperature modification of tin (ß -Sn) consists of deformed tetrahedral diamond-type groupings of atoms, which decompose during the melting process to linear atomic "chains". In germanium a similar deformation of tetrahedra results from melting, and the likeness to the ß-Sn structure appears in the short-range order. In silicon its tetrahedral fragments are not distorted, but a change in their orientations takes place. So, relative to germanium and especially to silicon, the concept of orientational melting is used to recognize the incomplete destruction of interatomic bonds characteristic of the crystal state /14/. The appearance of orientational melting decreases from Si to Ge and Sn as homopolar bonds are attenuated and metallic properties increase.
Apparently one can expect the formation of short-range order with predominantly multiple alteration of the shortest distances in superheated Ge and Si like in liquid Bi, Sn and Ga. It is reasonable to assume that in liquid silicon the· ordering with structure elements of the ß-Sn-type has to appear firstly as the natural attribute stage of the deformation of tetrahedral groupings.
The presence of the directional interaction in the melt results in microanisotropy of the short-range ordering. So different simulations on the basis of spherical particle packings do not satisfy the structure of liquid elements with a high proportion of directional bonds. As shown, the crystal-like conception is useless as well. In contrast, the described approach, taking into consideration two structural ingredients, is more satisfactory. These two orderings, in their turn, may be found and their parameters objectively defined only on the basis of the RDF maxima analysis in the whole ordered region.
